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a4: yes. you will need to complete the graduate division dissertation abstract ( ). this is a narrative
description of the research question, methodology, data collection and analysis. it is similar to a

traditional abstract. your head graduate advisor can help you write this section. a4: yes. your
dissertation is reviewed by a committee. this committee consists of faculty members from the
department and is chaired by a member of the graduate division. the committee members are

selected based on expertise in the relevant field and provide guidance to the graduate advisor on
your dissertation. a4: yes. you will be assigned a graduate research committee ( grc ) member who

will be your mentor during the course of the graduate mentoring program. the grc member will meet
with you during the first year of the program to discuss your progress, provide you with feedback on
your work, and make recommendations regarding your research. a4: yes. the graduate advisor and
the graduate mentoring mentor will submit a written recommendation to the graduate division for

the approval of your dissertation proposal. the graduate advisor and graduate mentoring mentor will
submit a written recommendation to the graduate division for the approval of your dissertation

proposal. you will have many opportunities throughout the process of completing your dissertation to
seek advice and guidance from your advisors. your departmental advisors, the graduate committee,
and your dissertation chair will guide you. the guides and workshops that are linked to this article will

help you stay organized. if you need additional support, the graduate division’s electronic
dissertation support center (edsc) will help you navigate the process of completing your dissertation.
the edsc can assist you in coordinating meetings with your advisors and the escholarship staff, which
are the people who will help you publish and distribute your dissertation. if you have questions about
any of the electronic services offered through escholarship, you can contact the escholarship student

success office at scholars@berkeley.edu.
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your dissertation should be submitted to
the office for scholarly communication by
the end of the term in which you expect
to graduate. if you are to graduate in the
fall, please submit your dissertation by
the end of the fall term. if you are to
graduate in the spring, please submit

your dissertation by the end of the spring
term. if you are submitting a dissertation

proposal as part of your graduation
requirements for a graduate degree, you
should file the proposal before submitting

your dissertation. similarly, if your
dissertation includes a dissertation

proposal, you should file the dissertation
proposal before submitting the

dissertation. please read the instructions
for submitting your dissertation to

proquest/umi carefully. these include
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instructions to the graduate school, in
which you must submit your dissertation

from within the proquest online
administration system. the first part of

your dissertation will be an abstract. this
is a description of your research that

summarizes the work youve done and
explains the major results of the study. it
provides a quick overview of your work

and tells readers what the study is about.
this section should consist of the

following: a formal introduction is the
second part of your dissertation. it is used
to briefly describe the work youve done

and to tell readers what the study is
about. the introduction should include the
following: a4: no. if your dissertation has
been peer reviewed, your advisor will be

listed as the reviewer. if it is not, then you
will need to provide reviewers. the
graduate division provides a list of
graduate council members who are
willing to serve as reviewers. these
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council members are respected graduate
students who have worked with you on

your dissertation and are able to provide
you with objective feedback on your

research. 5ec8ef588b
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